Report to East Area Planning Sub-Committee – List A – Applications for Decision
Application
FULL
Type:
Ward:
Esher Ward

Application No:

2018/1639

Case Officer:
Expiry Date:
Location:
Proposal:

Jennifer Margetts
30/07/2018
11 More Lane Esher Surrey KT10 8AJ
2 pairs of semi-detached two-storey houses with rooms in the roof space,
dormer windows and new access with associated parking and landscaping
following demolition of existing house and garage.
Denton Homes Ltd
Mrs Liz Alexander
Bell Cornwell LLP
Unit 2 Meridian Office Park
Osborn Way
Hook
Hampshire
RG27 9HY

Applicant:
Agent:

Decision Level:
Recommendation:

If Permit: Sub-committee
If Refuse: Sub-committee
Permit

At the meeting of the East Area Planning Sub-Committee on the 10th September 2018
the decision of the Sub Committee was to permit the application subject to planning
conditions.
However, following the meeting it was brought to the Case Officer’s attention that one
of the side facing first floor windows in the north elevation of the dwelling at No. 9 was
not a secondary window and was a primary window serving a bedroom. The Head of
Legal Services has confirmed that, on the basis that the planning authority has not yet
made a decision in this application, only resolved to do, there is no Constitutional or
procedural difficulty in presenting an amended officer report to the next available Local
Area Sub-Committee and asking the Sub-Committee to redetermine the application.
The report below sets out the reconsideration of the proposal with changes to the
section on the impact on the amenities of the neighbouring properties to reconsider the
impact of the development on No. 9 More Lane.
The applicant has also amended the application to remove the chimneys from the
proposed dwellings and reduce the ridge height of plot 1 by 0.26m to reduce the impact
of the development on No. 9. Neighbouring properties were notified of this amendment
and given the opportunity to provide further comments.
Representations: 6 letters of objection were received to the original proposal raising the
following summarised concerns:
 Out of character with the surrounding area
 Overdevelopment / scale of development
 Density of the development is out of keeping with the area
 Impact on the Conservation Area
 Parking and highway safety
 Impact on the amenities of the neighbouring properties:
o Overlooking/ loss of privacy
o Loss of light
o Loss of views
o Intrusive/dominant





o Health and general well being
Construction phase concerns – ground stability and foundations
Inaccuracies in the Travel report
If the application is permitted, it is asked that the following is considered:
o Removal of permitted development rights for extensions or additions to the
house or gardens
o Ensure that vehicular access is not allowed through the existing wall on the
south west boundary to properties on Wayneflete Tower Avenue
o Ensure proper care is taken to protect the historic wall and gateway on the
south west boundary to prevent damage or demolition

At the time of the report writing no additional letters of representation were received following
the re-consultation on the amended proposal.
Report
Description
1. The application property is a large detached dwelling house situated on the west side of More
Lane. The site is broadly rectangular with a frontage width of approximately 28.5m and a
depth of 51.5m. At the rear there is an additional walled garden which measured
approximately 6m x 16m.
2. The site boundaries are defined by a combination of hedges, close boarded wooden fencing
and brick walls.
3. The existing dwelling on the plot is set back from the highway situated towards the rear of the
site. At the southern end of the site frontage there is a pair of detached garages and hard
surfacing for parking with direct access from More Lane. At the northern end of the frontage is
a second access with parking and turning area which lead to the dwelling.
Constraints
4. None
Policy
5. In addition to the National Planning Policy Framework and the National Planning Practice
Guidance, the following local policies and guidance are relevant to the determination of this
application:
Core Strategy 2011
CS2 – Housing Provision, Location and Distribution
CS9 – Esher
CS15 – Biodiversity
CS17 – Local Character, Density and Design
CS19 – Housing Type and size
Development Management Plan 2015
DM1 – Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
DM2 – Design and Amenity
DM6 – Landscape and trees
DM7 – Access and Parking
DM8 – Refuse, Recycling and External Plant
DM10 – Housing
Design & Character SPD 2012
Esher
Developer Contributions SPD 2012

6. Relevant Planning History
Reference
2017/4106

Description
2 pairs of semi-detached two-storey
houses with rooms in the roof space,
dormer windows, and new access with
associated parking and landscaping
following demolition of existing house and
garages.

Decision
Withdrawn due to lack
of bat survey and
concern over the size
of the dwellings.

Proposal
7. Planning permission is sought for the erection of 4 No. dwellings in the form of two pairs of two
storey semi-detached properties with rooms in the roofspace. The development proposes 2 x
3 bedroom dwellings and 2 x 4 bedroom dwellings. Two car parking spaces are proposed for
each dwelling to the front of the site. The proposal includes a new access from More Lane
following the removal of the existing accesses.
8. The application was amended to remove the chimneys from the proposed dwellings and to
reduce the ridge height of plot 1 by 0.26m
9. Please note that the submitted planning statement and application form refers to all of the
dwellings being 4+ bedroom dwellings. The agent has confirmed that this is an error as the
documents were copied from the previous submission.
Consultations
10. SCC Highways Authority – no objections subject to conditions
11. Tree Officer – no objections subject to conditions relating to tree protection and planting
12. Surrey Wildlife Trust – no objections subject to recommendations for biodiversity protection
and enhancement.
13. Surrey Bat Group – recommend a condition that the proposed biodiversity enhancement on
the site are implemented.
Positive and Proactive Engagement
14. The revised NPPF requires local planning authorities to work with the applicant in a positive
and proactive manner to resolve problems before the application is submitted and to foster the
delivery of sustainable development. This requirement is met within Elmbridge through the
availability of pre-application advice.
15. The previous application was withdrawn following discussions with the Case Officer regarding
the impact of the development on protected species and concern over the size and number of
bedrooms in the proposed units. The current proposal follows a discussion with Officers prior
to the submission of the application.
16. The amendments to the application were discussed with the Case Officer prior to submission.
It was discussed with the Agent that the amendments were not considered to overcome
concerns about the impact of the development on No. 9 More Lane.
Planning Considerations
17. The main planning considerations in the determination of this application are:



The principle of the development
The impact on the appearance and character of the street scene and the locality








The impact on the residential amenities of the neighbouring properties
Provision of suitable living conditions
Parking and Highway Safety
Trees
Ecology
Financial considerations

The principle of the development
18. The Core Strategy indicates that there is scope for residential development through the
redevelopment of existing sites with well-designed schemes that integrate with and enhance
the local character. The new development is required to deliver high quality design, which
maximises the efficient use of land and which responds to the positive features of individual
locations; integrating sensitively with locally distinct townscape while protecting the amenities
of those living in the area. Innovative contemporary design that embraces sustainability and
improves local character will be supported. The Council promotes development that
contributes to an overall housing target of 40 dwellings per hectare and achieves a minimum
of 30 dwellings per hectare (dph). The proposal would represent development density of
approximately 23dph on this site (0.17 hectares).
19. The revised NPPF in regard to the making effective use of land, states at para. 117:
‘Planning policies and decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting the
need for homes and other uses, whilst safeguarding and improving the environment and
ensuring safe and healthy living conditions’.
20. In regard to achieving appropriate densities, Para. 12 states
‘Where there is an existing or anticipated shortage of land for meeting identified housing
needs, it is especially important that planning policies and decisions avoid homes being
built at low densities, and ensure that developments make optimal use of the potential
of each site’,
19. and this is supported by point C) of Para. 123 which states:
‘local planning authorities should refuse applications which they consider fail to make
efficient use of land, taking into account the policies in this Framework. In this context,
when considering applications for housing, authorities should take a flexible approach in
applying policies or guidance relating to daylight and sunlight, where they would
otherwise inhibit making efficient use of a site (as long as the resulting scheme would
provide acceptable living standards).’
20. Para 122 in regard to achieving appropriate densities further states that:
‘Planning policies and decisions should support development that makes efficient use
of land, taking into account:
a) The identified need for different types of housing and other forms of development,
and the availability of land suitable for accommodating it.’
21. The proposal would not meet locally adopted density policy (30dph), and so would not make
the most efficient use of land. As identified above in para. 122a development should meet the
identified need for housing, which is identified with the 2016 Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) for Kingston and North Surrey. The SHMA identifies the need within
Elmbridge is for smaller 1-3 bedroom units. The proposal under consideration here provides 2
x 3 bed dwellings and 2 x 4 bed dwellings.
22. The publication of the updated NPPF provides a new policy framework in which the local
authority, as the decision maker, must have regard. The proposal would fail to make the most
efficient use of land in the urban area, however it would provide 2 units which meet the most

up to date measure of housing need despite the fact that it would fall short of delivering
housing at a density which would comply with the minimum density requirement set out in
Policy CS17. In this case, when considered on balance, the development would still go some
way to providing towards the identified needs of the Borough. It is therefore considered that
the refusal of the application solely on the short fall of 7 dph would not justify the refusal of the
application as the development will provide towards the identified need.
23. The proposal seeks to erect new dwellings on garden land within the urban area. Policy DM10
of the Development Management Plan 2015 states in regard to development of garden land
that it would be appropriate provided that the scheme respects the character of the area, that
the relationship protects the amenities of existing and proposed occupiers, that the access is
appropriate and that a high standard of landscaping is achieved. Whilst garden land does not
fall within the definition of previously developed land, the NPPF does not preclude
development on such land, and it is subject to other planning considerations.
24. In summary, the proposal is considered to be in conflict with local and national planning policy
in regard to the delivery of development which makes efficient use of land, however it would
provide housing which would meet the Borough’s identified housing need.
The impact on the appearance and character of the street scene and the locality
25. The proposal would see the creation of 4 new two storey residential dwellings with rooms in
the roofspace. They would be situated to the front of the application site following the
demolition of the existing dwelling which is situated to the rear of the site. A vehicle access
would be created to the front of the site that is central on the development and the two existing
access will be closed.
26. It is considered the design and layout of the dwellings would not have a harmful impact upon
the character of the area. As can be seen on the submitted proposed street scene elevation
the proposed dwellings would be only marginally higher than those on the neighbouring
properties and would include front gable features that would pay regard to the design of the
dwelling at No. 15. The proposed dormer windows would be small and retain large amounts of
uninterrupted roof slope surrounding them. They are not considered to dominate the roofslope
or cause harm to the character of the properties.
27. The removal of the proposed chimneys is not considered to cause harm to the overall design
and appearance of the proposed dwellings.
28. The dwellings would be highly visible in the streets scene, however they would respect the
building line and spacing around buildings in the locality. There is variation in the architectural
style of dwellings along More Lane as well as variations in the size of the units. There would
be a large amount of hardstanding to the front of the property to allow for the parking of 8 cars
free of the highway. However, this would be screened behind the proposed boundary wall and
therefore would not appear unduly prominent. The proposed development in terms of the
layout, design and scale would not cause demonstrable harm to the street scene or the
character of the area.
29. The proposed development is considered to be situated a sufficient distance from the
Conservation Area and nearby Listed Buildings that it would not have a significantly
detrimental impact on the heritage assets of the locality.
30. It is therefore considered the proposal would have an acceptable impact upon the character of
the area. Conditions to secure final details of building materials and landscaping could be
imposed.
The impact on the residential amenities of the neighbouring properties
Impact on No. 9 More Lane:

31. The proposed development would be situated approximately 2.7m from the southern
boundary of the site when measured at the front of the proposed dwelling and it would be
approximately 1.8m from the boundary wall (which is inset slightly from the boundary) when
measured at the rear of the development. The proposed dwelling adjacent to the boundary
would project approximately 5m past the rear of the dwelling on No. 6 at two storey level and
there would be a further single storey projection with a depth of approximately 4.4m.
32. No. 9 has side facing windows in the north elevation which would face the proposed
development. The windows on the ground floor of the property are secondary windows or
serve non-habitable rooms and on the first floor one of the windows is a secondary window.
However, it was brought to the Case Officer’s attention following the East Area Planning SubCommittee meeting on the 10th September 2018 that one of the first floor side facing windows
is the primary window serving a bedroom. This window would be situated approximately 4.3m
from the side elevation of the proposed dwelling on Plot 1.
33. As stated in paragraph 5.60 of the Elmbridge Design and Character SPD, a useful tool to
assess the effect of new development on neighbours’ amenity is to apply the ’45 degree rule’.
This sets out an acceptable relationship between buildings, with new single storey
development positioned further than 8 metres from the neighbouring dwellings and the two
storey element further than 15 metres when located within a 45 degree splay from the edges
of main windows to habitable rooms. The proposed dwelling on Plot 1 would be situated within
a 45 degree splay from the primary bedroom window of No. 9 and would be less than 8m from
that window. It is therefore considered to result in an overbearing and dominant impact on the
sole window serving the bedroom of No. 9.
34. With regards to the light to the bedroom window of No. 9 a further assessment is to be made
with the ’25 degree rule of thumb’. The proposed dwelling would not impinge on a 25 degree
rising plane from the centre of the bedroom window. The proposed development is therefore
not considered to result in a loss of light to that room.
35. Whilst the proposed development would be located within the 45 degree splay from the edge
of the rear facing windows on No. 9, the single storey element would be situated 8m from that
window. The proposed two storey element would not be situated within the 45 degree splay
from the rear facing windows. When considering the 25 degree rising plane the proposed
single storey rear element (which is situated within the 45 degree splay) would not impinge on
a 25 degree rising plane from the centre of the rear facing windows at No. 9.
36. The proposed development includes first floor side facing windows and three roof lights in the
south side elevation. These windows would be secondary or serve non-habitable rooms and
therefore it would be reasonable to impose planning conditions to ensure that they are
obscure glazed and fixed shut to a height of 1.7m above the internal floor level of the room
which they are to serve. It is therefore considered that the proposed development would not
result in a significant loss of privacy to the occupants of No. 9.
37. In light of the above assessment it is considered that the proposed development would not
result in a significant loss of light to the habitable rooms of No. 9 or a loss of privacy. However
it would result in a significantly dominant and overbearing impact on the bedroom of that
property as it is served by a primary side facing window in the north elevation. The proposed
development is therefore considered to be contrary to Elmbridge Development Management
Plan policies DM2 and DM10 and the Elmbridge Design and Character SPD.
Impact on No. 15 More Lane:
38. The proposed development would be situated approximately 2m from the boundary with No.
15 when measured at the front of the development and approximately 2.8m at the rear. The
existing 1.9m high boundary wall would be retained as part of the development.
39. No. 15 More Lane has side facing windows in the south elevation which would face the
proposed development. However these all appear to be secondary windows or serve nonhabitable rooms. The proposed development would not be located within the 90 degree arc

from the edge of the front or rear facing windows on No. 15. It is therefore considered that the
proposed development would not have a significantly dominant or overbearing impact on No.
15 nor would it result in a loss of light to that property.
40. The proposed development includes first floor side facing windows and roof lights in the north
side elevation. These windows would be secondary or serve non-habitable rooms and
therefore it would be reasonable to impose planning conditions to ensure that they are
obscure glazed and fixed shut to a height of 1.7m above the internal floor level of the room
which they are to serve.
41. Concern has been raised about the balcony to the rear of one of the dwellings on Plot 2.
However, the submitted plans detail that this would be a Juliet balcony and access would not
be available onto the adjoining flat roof. It is therefore considered that the proposed
development would not result in a significant loss of privacy to the occupants of No. 15.
Other neighbouring properties:
42. Other neighbouring properties to the rear of the site would be situated a sufficient distance
from the proposed development that it would not have a significantly detrimental impact on the
reasonable privacy or amenities of those properties.
Permitted development rights:
43. It is important when considering the impact of a development to also consider any potential
impact that may arise from further extensions to the property which may be carried out under
Permitted Development. In this case it is considered that any further extensions to the
property should be carefully considered under a planning application to ensure that they do
not result in a loss of light to the neighbouring properties or have a dominant impact on those
property as the dwellings already have substantial depth to them. When referring to
neighbouring properties this includes those proposed within the development.
44. It would not be considered reasonable to remove permitted development rights for
outbuildings as the height and location of such building is controlled within the criteria set out
in the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order and are unlikely to
cause significant harm to the amenities of neighbouring properties.
Provision of suitable living accommodation
45. The proposed dwellings are considered to be of an adequate size with sufficient windows that
future occupiers of the proposed properties would experience satisfactory living conditions.
46. The proposed dwellings would have rear gardens with a minimum depth of 22.4m which is
considered to provide sufficient amenity space for the occupants of those properties.
47. There would be sufficient space within the curtilage of the properties for the storage of waste
bins and bicycles.
Parking and Highway Safety
48. The proposed development would provide 2 parking spaces per dwelling. This is considered
to accord with Surrey Country Council’s parking standards.
49. The applicant has submitted a Transport Statement with the application which was considered
by Surrey County Council Highway Authority who have confirmed that they are satisfied with
the contents thereof. The Highways Authority have confirmed that the proposal is not likely to
generate a significant or severe impact on the local highway network. Therefore, subject to
planning conditions relating to the provision of the new access and parking areas and a
Construction Transport Management Plan, the proposal is not considered to have a
detrimental impact on highway safety or capacity in the locality.

Trees
50. The proposal requires the removal of a number semi-mature trees which have been relatively
unsympathetically pruned in the past but would provide a significant amount of amenity if
retained. The arboricultural report mentions the loss of these trees and the Council agrees that
their loss would be acceptable subject to some selective replanting both towards the front and
rear of the site.
51. The greatest possible impact to the retained trees would be through the demolition of the
existing building. However, a staged tree protection scheme has been specified which if
followed would provide adequate protection throughout the entire development process. The
Maple (T23) located in the neighbouring property would be in close proximity to the northern
most proposed dwelling but as mentioned in the report and viewed on site, this has been
heavily reduced in the past. This management could continue to enable sufficient clearance
from the building and being located on the north side of the proposed properties should not
create an unreasonable amount of shade.
52. In light of the above, the proposed development is considered to have an acceptable impact
on trees in the and around the application site subject to planning conditions relating to tree
protection and planting.
Ecology
53. The bat report that accompanied the application identified two soprano pipistrelle bats that are
roosting in the dwelling which is to be demolished. The report makes recommendations for
mitigation, compensation and enhancements. Surrey Bat Group have confirmed that the
surveys have been executed broadly in line with current best practice and that the
recommendations made are suitable and proportionate. However, although the basic
mitigation will be required for the development licence from Natural England, the
enhancements will not, and therefore a condition is recommended that ensures the proposed
enhancements are implemented.
Financial Considerations
54. Section 70 subsection 2 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) states that
any local financial considerations are a matter to which local planning authorities must have
regard to in determining planning applications; as far as they are material for the application.
The weight to be attached to these considerations is a matter for the Council.
New Homes Bonus:
55. The New Homes Bonus is a grant paid by central government to local councils for increasing
the number of homes and their use. The New Homes Bonus is paid each year for 4 years. It
is based on the amount of extra Council Tax revenue raised for new-build homes, conversions
and long-term empty homes brought back into use. There is also an extra payment for
providing affordable homes. The New Homes Bonus Scheme Grant Determination for 2018/19
is £1.1 million.
56. Local financial considerations are defined as grants from Government or sums payable to the
authority under the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). This means that the New Homes
Bonus is capable of being a material consideration where relevant. In the current case, the
approval of the application would mean that the New Homes Bonus would be payable for the
net increase in dwellings from this development.
Affordable Housing:
57. Policy CS21: Affordable Housing of the Council’s Core Strategy (2011) requires that
development resulting in the net gain of 1 - 4 residential units should provide 20% of the gross
number of dwellings on-site as a financial contribution. It is acknowledged that a revised (July

2018) National Planning Policy Framework has been published and is a material consideration
in the determination of all relevant planning applications. However, as set out in Section 38(6)
of Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the starting point for any decision is the
Development Plan unless material consideration(s) indicate otherwise. As set out in paragraph
2 of the NPPF, this approach is required by planning law. It is therefore for the decisionmaker to determine the weight to be applied.
58. Paragraph 63 of the NPPF states that ‘provision of affordable housing should not be sought
for residential developments that are not major developments, other than in designated rural
areas (where policies may set out a lower threshold of 5 units or fewer)’. Elmbridge Borough
is not a designated rural area and major development sites are defined in the NPPF as
development of 10 or more homes, or the site has an area of 0.5 hectares of more.
Nevertheless, as set out in paragraph 3 of the NPPF, the Framework should be read as a
whole (including its footnotes and annexes). In this context the following NPPF policies are
also relevant in regard to the Council’s continuation to apply policy CS21.
59. Paragraph 59 of the NPPF state that within the context of significantly boosting the supply of
homes ‘… that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed’.
Paragraph 61 states ‘… the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups in the
community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies (including, but not limited to,
those who require affordable housing…’ Finally, paragraph 62 states:
‘Where a need for affordable housing is identified, planning policies should specify the
type of affordable housing required, and expect it to be on-site unless:
a) off-site provision or an appropriate financial contribution in lieu can be robustly
justified…’
60. Paragraph 63 of the NPPF is a clear continuation of the approach to developer contributions
on small sites as set out in Government’s Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) (28 November
2014) and subsequent changes to Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) dated 19 May 2016. In
response to this policy change, the Council set out in its Statement on the WMS (Update –
February 2017), that its position was to continue to consider on a case by case basis whether
local circumstances with regard to affordable housing and the nature of the development sites
in the Borough were sufficient to warrant the application of policy CS21, or whether greater
weight should be attached to the WMS and changes to PPG.
61. The Council’s approach has been repeatedly upheld by Appeal Inspectors recognising that
policy CS21 was consistent with other policies of the NPPF (paragraphs 47 and 50 (NPPF,
2012)) which required local planning authorities to meet the full, objectively assessed needs
for market and affordable housing and where they have identified that affordable housing is
needed, set policies for meeting this need on site, unless off-site provision or a financial
contribution of broadly equivalent value can be robustly justified. Furthermore, several Appeal
Inspectors noted that whilst the WMS was a material consideration of considerable importance
and weight, the intention of the WMS is to ensure that financial contributions do not become a
disproportionate burden for small scale developers and thus frustrate housing supply. Appeal
Inspectors have continuously addressed the Council’s Statement on the WMS (referenced
above) and the significant difficulty in the delivery of affordable housing in the least affordable
authority in England outside of London, noting that small sites make a significant contribution
towards the delivery of affordable housing in the Borough.
62. Appeal Inspectors have also stated that there has been no substantive evidence to
demonstrate that the requirements of policy CS21 are placing an unreasonable or
disproportionate burden on developers. As a consequence, it has been found that whilst the
WMS carried considerable weight, Inspectors do not consider it to outweigh the development
plan given the acute and substantial need for affordable housing in the Borough (as evidenced
by the Kingston & North-East Surrey Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)) (2016)
and the importance of delivery through small sites towards this.
63. On the basis of the above and the evidence in relation to local housing need, affordability and
housing land supply (as summarised in the Council’s Statement (Update – February 2017)),
the Council will continue with its approach to apply Policy CS21 in the decision-making

process where relevant. The Council has provided clear evidence of the acute need for
affordable housing whereas, little evidence has been submitted by applicants suggesting that
policy CS21 is having a disproportionate affect on small schemes.
64. The applicant has submitted a signed Unilateral Undertaking which would secure the payment
of the Affordable Housing contribution for this development.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
65. The proposed development is liable for CIL. The applicant has provided the relevant forms in
accordance with the relevant regulations.
Matters raised in Representations
66. One letter of representation raised concern about the impact of the development on ground
stability and the foundations of the neighbouring dwelling. This is a matter for consideration
through Building Regulations and covered by the Party Wall Act.
67. Other matters raised in letters of representation have been considered within the remit of the
above report.
Conclusion
68. The principle of the proposed development and its impact on the appearance and character of
the street scene and the locality are considered to be acceptable. The matters of suitable
living conditions, parking and highway safety, trees and ecology are also considered to comply
with the relevant planning policies. However, the dwelling on Plot 1 is considered to result in a
significantly dominant and overbearing impact on the bedroom of No. 9 More Lane as it is
served solely by a primary side facing window in the north elevation. The proposed
development is therefore considered to be contrary to Elmbridge Development Management
Plan policies DM2 and DM10 and the Elmbridge Design and Character SPD. For this reason it
is recommended that planning permission should be refused.
The proposed development does require a CIL payment

Recommendation: Refuse Planning Permission

Reasons For Refusal

1

The dwelling on Plot 1 is considered to result in a significantly dominant and overbearing
impact on the bedroom of No. 9 More Lane as it is served solely by a primary side facing
window in the north elevation. The proposed development is therefore considered to be
contrary to Elmbridge Development Management Plan policies DM2 and DM10 and the
Elmbridge Design and Character SPD.
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